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Abstract
Image analysis algorithms have become an indispensable tool
in our information ecosystem, facilitating new forms of visual
communication and information sharing. At the same time,
they enable large-scale socio-technical research which would
otherwise be difficult to carry out. However, their outputs may
exhibit social bias, especially when analyzing people images.
Since most algorithms are proprietary and opaque, we propose a method of auditing their outputs for social biases. To
be able to compare how algorithms interpret a controlled set
of people images, we collected descriptions across six image tagging algorithms. In order to compare these results to
human behavior, we also collected descriptions on the same
images from crowdworkers in two anglophone regions. The
dataset we present consists of tags from these eight taggers,
along with a typology of concepts, and a python script to
calculate vector scores for each image and tagger. Using our
methodology, researchers can see the behaviors of the image
tagging algorithms and compare them to those of crowdworkers. Beyond computer vision auditing, the dataset of humanand machine-produced tags, the typology, and the vectorization method can be used to explore a range of research questions related to both algorithmic and human behaviors.

Introduction
Computer vision is widely recognized as one of the success stories of modern machine learning. Although once restricted to domains such as the military, security and surveillance, or medical imaging, applications of computer vision
are now commonly used in consumer domains, from social
media to e-commerce sites. In particular, image processing
and analysis, in which the content of an input image is inferred, is now being used extensively in the modern information ecosystem. Users have become accustomed to the capabilities it facilitates, such as searching for and/or sharing
image content in real time, without the need to provide descriptive metadata detailing the content. Similarly, in fields
such as interactive marketing, image processing has become
an essential tool that enables professionals to learn about
and/or engage audiences via platforms that facilitate more
visual forms of communication.
Within the research community as well, computer vision
algorithms are enabling large-scale studies of Web and soCopyright c 2019, Association for the Advancement of Artificial
Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved.

cial media phenomena, which would otherwise not be possible via manual analysis. In a study conducted before image
analysis application programming interfaces (APIs) were
readily available, Hu and colleagues (Hu et al. 2014) implemented a published algorithm for inferring concepts in Instagram images, in order to examine the nature of the content
shared by participants. More recently, proprietary APIs are
being used extensively by researchers of socio-technical systems. For instance, (Deeb-Swihart et al. 2017) used Face++
in their study of selfies on Instagram, to characterize the
types of selfies shared and by whom. In a similar vein, Liu
and colleagues (Liu et al. 2016) applied image analysis to
users’ Twitter profile photos, to infer aspects of their personalities. Inspired by Google Flu Trends1 , Garimella and
colleagues used Imagga to analyze images on Instagram
to glean information about public health (Garimella, Alfayad, and Weber 2016). Finally, (Kocabey et al. 2018) used
Face++ in inferring people’s body mass index (BMI) from
social media profile pictures, to study the relationship between popularity and weight. The above are but a few examples of the manner in which proprietary computer vision algorithms are facilitating the work of researchers in the community.
However, despite the innovation brought about by the success of image analysis technology, these algorithmic processes are not infallible. Unfortunately, there have already
been many (public) incidents, and consequently scientific
studies, on the ways that machine learning applications can
produce socially harmful results. One of the most wellknown examples of offensive and discriminatory outputs in
image tagging was the 2015 Google Photos incident, where
a Black software engineer’s photo, depicting himself and a
friend, was labeled with the tag ”gorillas.” 2 A recent study
has found an increased error rate in gender classification for
people with darker skin (as compared to lighter skin) and
women (as compared to men), where the disparity between
error rates can be more than 30% between light-skinned men
and dark-skinned women (Buolamwini and Gebru 2018).
Another study found that Black men were more likely to be
tagged with a negative emotion than White men, when using
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